RESOLUTION

Whereas, Jon Mundt has served admirably as an Air Quality Inspection Specialist II and III since November 1990; and

Whereas, during his tenure, Jon Mundt has conducted thousands of site inspections and interacted with a broad range of businesses regulated by the Air Pollution Control District; and

Whereas, Jon Mundt through his knowledge, skills, abilities and effort was promoted to a senior level position with responsibilities which included the inspection of all onshore oil and gas leases in Santa Barbara County and the development of an APCD Inspector Training Program; and

Whereas, Jon Mundt always demonstrated his dedication to this job and coworkers through his consistent, timely and thorough work efforts; and

Whereas, Jon Mundt was responsible for documenting hundreds of violations over his many years in the field, he maintained his character, integrity, credibility and the respect of both industry and his peers; and

Whereas, Jon’s coworkers will greatly miss his well-stocked goodies bar, wit and dry sense of humor.

Now, Therefore, it is hereby resolved that the Air Pollution Control District Board of Directors expresses its appreciation to Jon Mundt for his 23 years of service in the field of air quality and wishes him well in his retirement and future endeavors.

Passed and Adopted by unanimous vote of the APCD Board of Directors present on January 16, 2014.

Attest

______________________________  __________________________
Clerk of the APCD Board               Chair
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